
Vacuum Ironing /
Blowing Systems

The concave ironing surface keeps the curves,
which were generated by the shaping press,
in shape

Moreover, this buck allows for optimum positioning
of the arm hole area

For shoulder ironing purposes, we recommend using
the shoulder seam attachment and an appropriately
shaped buck

Ramsons-VEIT Concave Lining Station Ramsons-VEIT Collar & Cuff Press RCC-8140
High level of operational safety assured by the two
hand operation

Safety bar and emergency shutdown, programmable
control timers, temperature control to suit individual
fabric requirements and foot remote-controlled
vacuum ensures holding of collars cuffs on the
mould, while the body of the garment rests on a
convenient spill tray to provide for easy handling
higher productivities

Even distribution of steam and suction

Inclinable from 0-15 degrees

All parts contacted by steam are made of stainless
steel/non-ferrous metals to ensure the least
corrosion, thus resulting in a long life. This also
prevents staining of garments

Programmable control (for independent programmable
timing of the steam release/use) in addition to a
heat-proof fabric on the frame ensures a quality finish
of garments (that can specially be fitted)

Ramsons-VEIT Up-Steam Table RUS 036

An all purpose ironing station offering a wide
range of bucks

On its specially designed ironing surfaces, trousers,
dresses, skirts,coats, blouses, jackets and other
garments can be processed rapidly

Fitted with an additional spotting unit and various
suspension systems, this station is the right choice,
particularly for textile care companies

Ramsons-VEIT All-purpose Finish Table

Model Steam Electric Air Dimensions Weight
Consumption Connection Pressure (L x B x H)
(kg/hr) (kw) (bar) (mm) (kgs)

RCC 8140 20 4.0 5-6 1050 x 1050 x 1500 350

Model Electric Steam Steam Dimensions Air Weight
Connection Connection Quantity (L x B x H) Connection
(hp) (bsp) kg/hr mm (bar) kg

RUS 036 0.75 ½" 15/30 1150x2000x950 5-6 350

Ramsons Garment Finishing Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
H.O: 320, Mysore Road, Bangalore 560 026, India.

T: +91 80 2674373/26745885
F: +91 80 26746042 E: info@ramsonsindia.com

www.ramsonsindia.com

Good ergonomics in
6 positions
Tables come with 6
adjustable heights (72-
95 cms) which always
offer a comfortable
working position for the
operator. The height can
be quickly and easily
changed.

Stabilizing cold-iron
Technology
Due to the superior
suction of the ironing
table, the ironing surface
is always dry. By thor-
oughly cooling the
garment, the applied
shape is quickly, reliably
and permanently fixed.

Superior, Consistent
Suction
The careful design of
these ironing tables
guarantee superior and
even suction- power on
the whole ironing table.
Thus, all parts of the
ironing surface are
suitable for ironing.

Selective Suction
The kicker plate covers
the whole width of the
table and allows the
suction to be used
selectively. This gives
much better ironing-
results than the perma-
nent suction. Sensitive
fabrics can be finished

Excellent components
that ensure Trouble-
Free operation.
The Ramsons name is
renowned for its high-
quality products. From the
high-power motor and the
German-made electronics
to the high-quality and
hard-wearing cover

without leaving marks or shine.

materials, all components meet the most demanding
standards for a long life and easy maintenance.

Energy-saving
Technology
Due to the superior
suction of the Ramsons-
VEIT ironing tables, the
ironing surface is always
dry. This normally
enables the use of
ironing bucks without
heating. You save

energy and your operating expenses are noticeably
lower.

Suction Covers
The air flow, which goes through a garment
while it is being ironed, is of decisive impor-
tance. This is where the varioset excels with
a Ramsons made perforated plate, together
with the Ramsons supplied covers and a
specially adapted blowing unit. Suction and
blowing can be adjusted independently from
each other.
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The VEIT 4255 with a 110 x 32 cm surface is
specially suitable for ironing ladies wear such as
dresses, skirts and blouses

Integrated wheels allow the table to be moved
quickly and easily to another spot

The table is equipped with a spill tray for holding
garments

Model Usable Motor Capacity Weight
Working width
(mm) (kw) (kgs)

RV 4255 130 x 80 0.55 75

Ramsons-VEIT RV 4255 Ramsons-VEIT RV 4435 (with chimney)
The VEIT 4435 with a 130 x 80 cm surface is
designed for the garment industry, studios
and alteration shops

This flat-top ironing table is suitable for
under-pressing lining seams, for ironing small
parts such as collars, cuffs and pockets,
and also to apply pads

Model Usable Motor Capacity Weight
Working width
(mm) (kw) (kgs)

RV 4255 (air vent) 130 x 80 0.55 75

Designed for garment industry, studios and
alteration shops

Flat top ironing table with optional swivel arm with
buck for ironing of smaller parts

Model Table Size Suction Power Dimensions Net Weight
Motor Consumption (L x B x H)

(mm) (kw) (kw) (mm) (kgs)

RV 4425-65 1300 x 650 0.5 1.0 1500 x 660 x 850 100

Ramsons-VEIT RV 4425-65
Suitable for ironing ladies wear such as dresses,
skirts and blouses

Integrated wheels allow the table to be moved
quickly and easily to another spot

Equipped with a spill-tray frame for handling
garments

Ramsons-VEIT Dress Board

Measures 130 x 80 cms

Single phase, so no new three-phase line required

On wheels and fitted with boiler to ensure flexibility

Mechanical and electrical components are easily
removable, and can be replaced within minutes

Economic spares are readily available

Ramsons-VEIT E Line Series
The vacuum board measures 3 ft x 4 ft and is
slightly tapered

Excellent uniform suction throughout surface

0.5 HP motor with very low power consumption
compared to that of conventional tables

Motor consists of an inbuilt imported thermo-switch
for long and durable life

Easy to operate and very low maintenance required

Very little noise emitted

Ergonomically designed inclined top-surface

Ramsons Prima Table 3 x 4

Single phase, so no new three-phase line
required

On wheels and fitted with boiler to ensure flexibility

Mechanical and electrical components are easily
removable, and can be replaced within minutes

Economic spares are readily available

RON 005 (with fully-automatic boiler)

Model Power Dimensions Net Weight
Consumption (L x B x H)
(kw) (mm) (kgs)

RON 005 5.0 1050 x 650 x 800 90

Single phase, so no new three phase line required

On wheels and fitted with boiler to ensure flexibility

Mechanical and electrical components are easily
removable and can be replaced within minutes

Economic spares are readily available

RON 008 (on ‘Z’ frame with portable boiler)

Model Power Dimensions Net Weight
Consumption (L x B x H)
(kw) (mm) (kgs)

RON 008 3.0 1050 x 650 x 800 70

The trouser seam ironing buck is complete with a
pneumatic tensioning system, which keeps the
trousers fixed and operators hands free

The crotch and side seams of single legs as well as
complete trousers can be opened in a short amount
of time

Thanks to an additional hook attachment, trouser
legs will be turned automatically while being pulled
off the buck

Ramsons-VEIT Trouser Seam
Ironing Station

After the processing on an ironing press, this station
with its all-purpose buck removes imperfections in
seam and/or waistband areas

A waistband clamp is standard and keeps trousers in
place while the blowing function is being used

Ramsons-VEIT Trouser Seam
Ironing Station

The ironing table is available with or without steam
line with condensate return

The iron can be suspended at the iron gantry, which
avoids burning the garment or the cover

The operator can easily handle the iron, allowing for
a quick finish and the best ironing results

Ramsons-VEIT Curtain Ironing Table

Model Usable Working Working Surface
Width Height Inclination
(cm) (cm) (degrees)

7617 310 x 95 x 225 89 8

This table has been especially designed for finishing
the Hip-Bow

The table provides suction and blowing, and comes
with a support stand, double kickplate, spilltray,
ironing buck hip-bow which when combined results
in a hip-bow without marks

VEIT Varioset Hip-Bow
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